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Abstract

In this extended abstract we look at some issues associated with multi-brain computing. They concern the position of this field of research in Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) research in general, as seen in various BCI roadmaps. The issues concern various kinds of competition and collaboration in multi-brain computing, observations on social interaction and multi-brain computing, and observations on multimodal interaction and multi-brain computing. Illustrations of these issues will be taken from BCI game examples. In addition we introduce this BCI field of research with some historical notes on early artistic applications.

Introduction

Clinical research on brain-computer interaction has focused on patients and assistive technology for disabled users. How can we provide an ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) patient with the possibility to communicate with the outside world using his or her brains only? Or, how can an artificial limb or prosthetic device be controlled by thoughts only. In the early years of brain-computer interface research many other applications were considered. Artists used EEG (electroencephalography) devices to audify and visualize brain activity and gave it a role in real-time performances. Rather than having just one person’s brain activity measured and used, they also thought of, designed, and implemented artistic applications where brain activity of two users was required in order to produce a desired result. An example is a situation where two persons have to synchronize their brain activity with the help of visual feedback in order to produce an aesthetically pleasing visualization or a command to activate a device. But it is as well possible that two persons explore an audio-visual landscape and discover how it can be changed by modulating their brain activity, playing with sounds and visualizations, discovering effects of joint actions and discovering effects of contrasting actions.

These activities took place in the late 1960s and early 1970s [1]. At that time there were already papers on EEG recording of intended movement (‘Bereitschaftspotential’ [2], intended modulation of alpha activity [3] and externally evoked brain activity [4]. Vidal mentioned several BCI controlled applications, including the navigation of a spaceship. In the years that followed interest in BCI for artistic applications decreased. What else could be added to what was already done? And, EEG detecting devices were costly and not that easily available. In the decades that followed we can see the further recognition in neuroscience and BCI research of various BCI paradigms that are now well-known and systematically used in BCI applications: event-related potentials (ERPs), evoked potentials (visual, auditory, touch, smell, taste) and intended modulation of brain activity by a user (trying to relax, pay attention to, focus on or perform a mental task, imagine a movement).

Although there are some examples after the 1970s of artistic use of BCI and having multiple users involved, only in the 21st century we see again a growing interest. Obviously, this was stimulated by the introduction of cheap BCI devices and accompanying software that produces (black box) results of detecting and interpreting brain activity, whether it is about affective state or intended command detection. Multi-brain computing became an issue in BCI game research, in neuro-marketing, group decision making, and evaluation of group performance. In this extended abstract we look at some issues associated with multi-brain computing. They concern the position of this field of research in BCI research in general, as seen in various BCI roadmaps. But more importantly, they concern observations on various kinds of competing and collaborating in multi-brain computing, on social interaction and multi-brain computing, and multimodal interaction and multi-brain computing. Illustrations of these issues will be taken from (BCI) game examples.
Multi-Brain BCI: Applications

Slightly adapted from [5], we have the following applications of research on multi-brain computing: (1) Joint decision making in environments requiring high accuracy and/or rapid reactions or feedback, (2) Joint/shared control and movement planning of vehicles or robots, (3) Assess team performance, stress-aware task allocation, rearrange tasks, (4) Characterization of group emotions, preferences, appreciations. (5) Social interaction research (two or more people), (6) Arts, entertainment, games. In [6] we gave an arts and games biased survey of these applications. It is interesting to see how road maps for BCI research look at such multi-brain BCI applications. They are not or hardly mentioned, which is understandable since researchers who represent the BCI field look at clinical applications only and focus on solutions to problems of individuals (patients) [7]. Neuro-marketing is one of the fields that is sometimes mentioned, but clearly, this is not about (real-time) interaction, collaboration or competing.

Apart from multi-brain games that now are being developed [6] there is much interest by artists, often musicians, in having one or more persons' brain activity take part in creating or adapting a piece of life media art. This can be done in a performance that requires interaction with the artist/performer who is coordinating the joint life performance [8]. It is also possible that the artist delivers an interactive piece of art and it is up to the public to discover how to interact with it and possibly control the created interactive audio-visual (virtual or physical) environment [9]. Measuring audience responses with BCI is less well known than with more traditional physiological sensors (heart rate and skin conductivity sensors), but with the more recently developed EEG wireless headsets with dry electrodes this will certainly change. In games it is usually not about multiple players discovering interesting and entertaining properties of an environment. They are more aimed at competition (with one or more other players), collaboration (with one or more other players) or social interaction (with one or more other players) that is not or less task oriented than we see in interactions related to task or game collaboration and task or game competition.

Cooperation and Competition Using BCI

Whether it is about cooperation or competition, we think it is useful to distinguish between the following situations. Our examples address entertainment game interactions. We think these issues are important in non-game interactions as well, whether they are cooperating, competing or social.

First we distinguish between comparative and interactive games. In a comparative game there is no interference between the players. The performance of one player has no impact on the other player. When the game is played together or in the presence of an audience there may be social aspects that have impact. Consider for example playing with a pinball machine using imagery movement for pin control [10]. There is turn taking between players, but apart from score announcements and issues such as engagement and frustration, after each turn the game situation is neutral again.

This is different from turn taking in the Connect Four game. Players have a vertical grid of 6x7 positions and, taking turns, they can drop a coin in a chosen column. The game end when a player has four of his coins connected, either vertically, horizontally or diagonally. In [11] an event-related potential (P300) is used to let players choose a column. Once a coin is dropped the game state has changed, the opponent faces a new situation. This can be compared with playing chess and have your pieces moved by P300 or imagery movement [12]. The outcome of the Connect Four or chess game is not dependent on your BCI skills (unless we introduce time constraints).

BCI skills play an essential role in the game of Pong. There is turn taking, as in a tennis game, but it is turn taking with a time constraint (determined by the game, that is, the time it takes for the ball to move from one player to the other). Moreover, while your opponent is taking his turn, you can already prepare and in fact start your turn by predicting the ball's position when it returns from your opponent. There is a continuous change of
the game state, but no control interference. Each player has its own bat to move. In [13] Pong players use motor imagery to move the bats.

Finally we mention games where there is BCI control interference and continuous change of the game state. A simple example is the BrainBall game where we have two competing players and BCI control through relaxation [14] is about the control of the ball and have it moved in the direction of your opponent. Other examples are mentioned in [6]. We think that especially this category of games, whether competitive, cooperative, or both, should be called BCI games. The outcome of the game is determined by the BCI skills of the participants.

**Multi-Brain, Multi-Modal and Social Interaction**

There are a three more observations we want to make when considering the future of BCI games (and more generally, the use of BCI in competitive and cooperative situations). Firstly there is the issue of fusion of information (brain activity) to be detected and interpreted from multiple players. It is an issue nicely discussed in [15], distinguishing between fusion at signal, feature and decision or application level. Obviously, possibilities are also dependent on whether players use the same BCI paradigm. In multimodal interaction research these issues have been investigated and in future multi-brain research we can profit from the knowledge that has been obtained there [16]. The second issue we want to mention is the impact of the cognitive or affective state of the participants on the issuing of BCI commands. The affective state of a user influences intended brain activity. In [17] two scenarios are mentioned: (1) accounting for the user’s emotional state to adapt the algorithms that identify the user’s intent in the ongoing EEG signals, and (2) purposefully eliciting emotion to enhance EEG features that are relevant for BCI. In a competitive situation we can also think of a scenario where we purposefully elicit emotion to weaken EEG features. Whatever scenario, we need to consider brain processes that concurrently occur. The final issue we want to mention is current neuroscience research on social interaction [18,19]. This research aims at the study of brain patterns that emerge during social interaction. This interaction can, for example, be a conversation, joint music making, or more generally, having a task that needs cooperation and joint attention. Again, as in the previous remark on concurrent occurring brain processes, here we have concurrent and often synchronized brain processes related to the interaction that takes place and that provide a context of interpreting intended and evoked modulations of brain waves.

**Conclusions**

In this short paper we had a look at issues that can play a role in future BCI games. They mainly concern how to deal with various concurrent brain processes in the players’ brains. How can they enhance the players’ intentions during cooperation or how can they be employed to weaken players’ intentions during competition? It is clear that the challenging issues addressed here are not yet at the forefront of current BCI and neuro-social interaction research. A longer version of this paper will appear in [20].
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